SLAC TIPS FOR MLA DOCUMENTATION STYLE:
ADDITIONAL COMMON SOURCES

1. Television or Radio Broadcast
Include title of episode or segment, if appropriate (in quotation marks), name of the network (if any), call letters and city of the local station (if any), broadcast date, medium of reception (e.g., Radio, Television), supplementary information.


2. A Sound Recording
In a commercially available recording, which person is cited first depends on the desired emphasis. List the recording title, the artist(s) when distinct from a first-listed person or group, the manufacturer, the year of issue (or n.d.), the medium after the date. Italicize titles of recordings and, if necessary, include the date of the recording. Treat a spoken word recording as you would a musical recording.


3. Film or Video/DVD Recording


Begin with the person’s name if you wish to cite the contribution of a particular individual.

4. A Performance

Begin with the person’s name if you wish to cite the contribution of a particular individual.
5. A Musical Score or Libretto
If the score is part of a series, include the information about the series after the medium of publication.


6. A Work of Visual Art

**Seen in person:**


**Seen in a book:**


7. An Interview


Citing an interview you conducted. Include the kind of interview (Personal interview, Telephone interview), and the date.

Pei, I. M. Personal interview. 22 July 1993.

8. A Map/Chart


9. An Advertisement


10. A Lecture, a Speech, an Address, a Reading


11. A Letter, Memo, or E-Mail Message
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